
Mind Witch Spread
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1) One: What ancient, timeless wisdom are
you invited to welcome and embrace?

2) Divine Council:  What message does the
symbolic world hold for you?

3) Genius: How might you channel and
express your uniquely divine creativity?

4) Hero: How can you take better care of
yourself?

5) Persona: How might you consciously co-
create yourself to achieve greater confidence
and joy?

6) Play: What wants to be manifested through
you?

7) All:  How can you show up for others with
kindness and compassion?
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Tarot Spreads
FOR THE BRAVE +

CURIOUS

by Jessi Huntenburg



A Humble Offering

These tarot spreads are a sampling of the best I've
created in the seven years I've been a tarot reader. It's
my pure desire that they serve you as you navigate
this wild ride called life and strive to walk the path
that's truest to who you are.

May you find guidance, clarity, and insight through
this offering.

Much Love,
Jessi



Stepping Into Self Spread

1 2

3 4 5

1) How can I truly and completely inhabit
myself?

2) How can I make the most of my creative
drives and impulses?

3) Advice for releasing shame and self-
consciousness.

4) Encouragement for healthy indulgence.

5) Permission slip from the universe to do
what I want and need to do.



Life Path Spread
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1) Am I on the right path?

2) What difficult truth is looking to be realized?

3) How is denying this truth contributing to
feelings of indecision and confusion?

4) How can I use this information to help me move
where my intuition is leading me?

5) What do I need to look into to continue the
process of healing and moving forward?

6) What do I need to embrace to invite a direction
that’s resonant with who I am and what I want? 



North Star Spread
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1) Where am I?

2) Where am I coming from?

3) Where do I want to go?

4) What’s keeping me from going there?

 5) What do I have to do to overcome this
obstacle?

6) What awaits me on the other side? 



Pheonix Rising Spread
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3

1) How do I bring about a fiery, powerful
revolution within myself?

2) What do I need to remember to inspire my
perseverance?

3) What thought or behavior patterns must I let
go of and grow beyond?

4) What am I most scared of?

5) What am I most excited by? 

 6) What will I achieve once I step into my
power?



Feeling Funky Spread

1 2

3 4 5

.) Why do I feel so out of sorts?

2) How can I work through it?

 3) From where should I draw strength?

4) How can I forgive myself for not being
perfect?

5) How can I accept that I’m okay as I am? 



New Year Spread
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3

1) What do I need to know to prepare me for
the upcoming year?

2) What actionable steps can I take to walk in
alignment with my intentions?

3) What energies are supporting my goals?

4) What energies are working against my goals?

5) What internal shifts do I need to make in
order to prepare myself to reach my goals?

6) What external shifts do I need to bring my
vision into being? 



Creatrix fire Spread

1 2

3 4 5

1) Enemy of the Genius: the barrier that’s
blocking my creative flow.

2) The Shadow Aspect: the unconscious fear 
 my barrier is made of.

3) Incineration: actionable advice for burning
down the barrier.

4) Tributary: alternative channel I can drink
form while my main channel clears.

5) Friend of the Genius: new archetype of
inspiration and artistic evolution.



Shifting Dynamics Spread

1 2

3 4 5

1) The chief conflict that resides at the center
of this relationship dynamic.

2) The shadows that lurk beneath the surface
of this dynamic.

3) How can I address this shadow and bring
awareness to it?

4) How I can use this awareness to actively
bring this dynamic to a healthier place?

5) How can I find a place in my heart to hold
space even when I’m upset? 



Spring Cleaning Spread
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3

1) What needs sweeping?

2) What needs tidying?

3) What needs repurposing?

4) Advice for releasing.

5) Advice for cleaning.

6) Advice for repurposing.



Inner Child Spread

1 2

3 4 5

1) What does my inner child need? 

2) What is my inner child trying to
communicate to me?

3) How can I give my inner child the care and
support that was missing in my childhood?

4) How can I release any guilt or blame that
my inner child is internalizing?

5) How can I hold space for my inner child as I
continue my spiritual journey?



Release the Past Spread
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3

1) What aspect of my past is holding me
back?

 2) What core fear is preventing me from
moving forward?

3) How can I release that fear once and for
all?

4) What is my spirit yearning to explore?

5) How can I lean into my discomfort and
follow where my heart is trying to lead me? 

6) How can I honor my past without
carrying it into the future?



Fearful Transitions Spread
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4 5 6

3

1) Shadowscape: What are some of the demons I’m
contending with?

2) Shadow Triggers: how do those demons present
themselves within the context of this shift?

 3) Stepping Into My Power: advice for shifting my
center from anxiety to excitement.

4) Heart Center: insight into the desire that’s
fueling this change.

 5) The Common Thread: how do my inner wishes
and desires relate to the outer conditions that are
fueling this transition?

6) Deep Inner Knowing: advice for connecting with
my intuition and using that connection to foster
confidence. 



Smooth Transitions Spread
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4 5 6

3

1) The source of the shift.

2) How to catalyze it and set it into motion.

3) Where to be receptive.

4) Where to be active.

5) How to hold space as I make the change.

6) How to roll with this change, body and
soul.



New Beginnings Spread
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4 5 6

3

1) What needs to be discarded as I begin this
new cycle?

2) What do I need to know about where I’m
going?

3) Insight into prioritizing and making good
choices.

4) How to hold space for myself as I learn new
things.

5) Advice on streamlining my daily routine to
match my new direction.

6) Good manna: how can I feed my body and
soul every day? 



Wild Heart Spread

1 2 3

1) Why does my heart yearn to be free right
now?

2) What small, yet meaningful steps can I
take to liberate myself?

3) What choices can I make to create a
lifestyle that’s more spontaneous and
flexible?  



True Love Waits Spread
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4 5 6

3

1) What can I do to prepare myself for the
beautiful love I deserve?

2) What am I doing to discourage beautiful love
from entering my life?

3) What’s the chief obstacle I have to overcome in
order to respect my love(s) and treat them with
kindness and compassion?

4) How can I open myself to the possibility of
love?

5) How I can love myself better so I can love
others better?

6) What energies do I need to attune myself to so I
can blossom into love? 



Repairing Relationship Spread
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4 5 6

3

1) What’s the best choice for me now?

2) How can I begin making positive changes in the
relationship?

3) What’s the best way to avoid undue friction and
hold space?

4) How can I be most fair?

5) How can I prioritize my own needs so I’m not
lost in the demands of the relationship?

6) How can I best access my compassion and show
love through challenging times?  



High Priestess Spread
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4 5 6

3

1) How may I access the wisdom that lies behind
the veil?

2) How might I channel the generative power of
transformation?

3) How might I adopt a more magical paradigm?

4) Where am I severing the roots of my power?

5) How might I nurture and repair those roots to
strengthen my foundations?

6) How might I invite the High Priestess to share
her guidance and assistance with me?



Deepest Desire Spread
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4 5 6

3

1) What is my soul’s deepest desire?

2) What stale beliefs obfuscate this desire?

3) What changes of mind or heart must I make to
live this desire?

4) How might I invite feelings of compassion,
trust, and worthiness into my heart?

5) What small adjustments must I make to create
space for what I’m asking for?

6) What aligned action might I take to welcome
the flowering of this desire into my life?



Fool's Journey Spread
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1) The Fool: What risk am I being asked to take?

2) The Magician: What tools and resources should
I bring on my journey?

3) The High Priestess:  What does my intuition
wish to reveal to me about the oath ahead?

4) The Empress: How can I remain grounded and
joyful through the journey?

5) The Emperor: What boundaries should I set to
help me stay focused on my destination?

6) The Hierophant: What important lessons will I
learn along the way?

7) The Lovers: Who may I rely on for advice and
support?

8) The Chariot: How may I balance my needs and
desires so I can keep moving forward?
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Hello, Beauty! I'm Jessi.
 

I make holistic tools that help you explore life's questions
so you may live in radical resonance with the deepest,

truest parts of yourself. When you use these tools, you’ll be
invited to practice magic, ritual, reflection, risk-taking,
consciousness exploration, heart opening, divination,

mindfulness, and more!
 

I want you to see things as you’ve never seen them before.
I want to encourage you to make the bold moves you’ve
been too scared or resistant to make. I want to help you

learn how to master your mind so you can live
deliberately. I want to show you that love is the way to

your wildest dreams!
 
 
 

To learn more, visit www.jessihuntenburg.com

https://jessihuntenburg.wpcomstaging.com/

